THE ARCHITECTURE LOBBY

The Architecture Lobby, Inc. is an organization of architectural workers advocating for the value of architecture in the general public and for architectural work within the discipline. We believe that the work architects do – aesthetic, technical, social, organizational, environmental, administrative, fiduciary – needs structural change to be more rewarding and more socially relevant. As long as architecture tolerates abusive practices in the office and the construction site, it cannot insist on its role in and for the public good.

WE WILL NOT DESIGN YOUR WALL --- FIRM PLEDGE

A --- THE BENEFITS

It is Easy...

1---to register your firm as one that will not entertain bidding on or in any way participating in the designing, engineering, or consultation of the Border Wall. Even if this is not remotely in your orbit of expertise or interest, you can identify your firm as ethically opposed to this use of professional expertise.

2---to take the following pledge that demonstrates to you, your partners, your staff, your future employees and your clients that your firm will not violate your civic and social principles to obtain work on inhumane projects.

3---to take your firm’s logo displayed on the Architecture Lobby’s and those of its affiliates websites if you take the pledge.

4---to take a stance on something you believe in.

B --- THE PROCEDURE

1---PRINT THIS PAGE: add your firm name, sign and scan

2---EMAIL THE LOBBY: Attach the scanned document and your firm’s logo (in PDF form) and email it to: notourwall@architecture-lobby.org

C --- THE PAYOFF

Sleeping well at night.

D --- THE PLEDGE

Our firm TRACHTENBERG ARCHITECTS pledges that it will not in any fashion, direct or indirect, officially or unofficially, participate in the production of President Trump’s Border Wall, now or in the future.

Signature __________________________ Date __________

Name __________________________ Email __________________________

For ongoing assistance and support, please let us know you signed this pledge by following the procedure above and find more information by visiting http://architecture-lobby.org